
 

 

 

 

Diary Dates – 

  

* Bovington  13
th

 / 14
th

 October  

* SMW Telford 10
th

 /11
th

  November 

* Bugle Call 25
th

 November 

 

(see Page 5 for next year’s) 

 

Jim - 

veeboo53@yahoo.co.uk 

  

or- 

 

james_smith49@sky.com 

 

October 2018 – Jim’s Issue No.82 

 

Modelling in September 2018 – by Jim 

Starting with the meeting, where we decided on the logistics for the Farnborough show 

the following weekend. Then we went on to thinking of Scale Model World Telford. No 

final decisions were made as few of the members present showed interest in going but we 

must decide this month (October) do we go on Saturday or Sunday? Ian has said he 

would be willing to drive if we do hire a minibus/car so is anyone prepared to share this 

task? So please make your thoughts known at the meeting. Greg reminded us to get any 

Telford ‘theme’ model details to him as soon as possible. Changing the subject Jez 

suggested we could hold a club ‘dinner’ so how do members think to having it at next 

Februarys meeting (6
th

) with either a finger buffet or a hot meal subject to Legion 

agreeing. We could invite partners or not as you wish hopefully this can be decided this 

month. The next show we have a stand at will be the Bovington South West Model Show 

October 13
th

 /14
th

 so once again logistics must be organised. Model of the Month and a 

good display was put on Thanks to all of you who entered, this time a 1/35 King Tiger  

won for Trevor Griffiths, congratulations to him. As mentioned above several members 

went along to IPMS Farnborough Modelfest 2018, where we put on a very creditable 

display, after our usual fight with the plastic stand. One day we may go in to a hall and 

put the stand together in one go without all the head scratching and muttering that usually 

accompanies this task. But back to the show, they have a nice light venue in Camberly 

where we met the usual clubs and traders plus some new (to us) clubs, all with very good 

models displayed and tempting goods on offer. A very good day out and as is usual at 

these shows plenty of ideas for new projects and tips on how to achieve them. I would 

recommend visiting at least one club show a year, other than our own, for inspiration, 

friendship and of course adding to the stash, this also helps with our show by encouraging 

the other clubs to visit us. By the way the Vikings show for 2019 will be on April 13
th

 at 

the usual venue. 
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Model Of The Month  September 2018   1/35th  King Tiger by Trevor Griffiths 

 

Photo Jim Smith  more on website 

This model of the King Tiger also known as the Sd.Kfz.182 was the early version having 

the Porsche turret, the final version had the Henschel turret although both turrets were 

made by Krupp, the main reason for the change in design is because if a shell from 

enemy fire could be deflected downwards and effectively blow the turret upwards 

disabling the tank and possibly killing its crew.               

Perhaps like some of you I was undecided what to build next, I have Mark Turney to 

thank for building this kit, last June while at the norvochok show, sorry I meant 

Salisbury, I hadn’t seen anything that grabbed my attention, Mark came back with this 

kit and told me he only paid £30.00 , the kit had choice of Zimmerit or not etched brass 

screens and individual track links which I thought was very good value.  I decided 

towards the end of the show to purchase one and I am pleased I did.    Most King Tigers 

you see may have had the three tone German camouflage pattern on them, but I 

wanted to do something different to that hence only the two colour scheme on this 

model.         cont 
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The model is an Academy kit and fit of parts is very good although a lot of cleaning up to 

do after cutting parts off the sprues. The Zimmerit comes in two sheets and is very 

flexible, it is attached by normal plastic glue and only needs minimal trimming once dry, 

you can chose to build the kit and leave the Zimmerit off. Some photos show the tank 

with Zimmerit completely down the hull sides and some stop where the track guards are 

fitted.  I decided to leave it stopped so I could show the undercoat primer showing to 

add a “bit” of red oxide colour, the track guards themselves come as one piece in the kit 

but I had a set of etched brass ones in my “stash” so I chose to use these with a few 

missing , it’s the only addition I made otherwise the model is made straight out of the 

box.   

I always feel if it aint broken don’t try to fix it so I pretty much stuck to my usual method 

of priming with Halfords can of grey, the model was sprayed with Tamiya paints the 

details picked out with Vallejo.  I did use a filter to bring everything altogether and then 

a dark wash was used as a “pin wash”.  The tracks took a while to clean up and put 

together but were workable when finished, after painting a coat of track wash was used 

and then they were given a coat of weathering powder to tone them down,  a metallic 

weathering powder was rubbed on the tracks to polish them up, job done.  

The figures in the turret are Alpine figures the two in the hull are MK35 , these are some 

of the best figures I have ever painted and am really pleased with them, three of them 

have the “pea dot” pattern uniforms (first time I have tried this).  I had to make 

platforms out of plasticard both in the turret  and in the hull for the figures, a bit of 

cutting and filing was needed for the two in the hull but got there in the end, all the 

figures were painted with Vallejo for the uniforms and Andrea for the faces and hands. 

Overall I enjoyed making this kit and how it turned out, so onwards and upwards and on 

to the next one. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding the November Newsletter I will be away most of October and beginning 

of November, so Ian Domeney will be in charge of the newsletter for that time. So 

please send any articles and Model of the Month words to 

ianwithsandra@yahoo.co.uk.  
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Basing materials (not off the shelf ) 
 

By Paul Seeley 

 

Following on from a discussion at the last meeting I thought I’d share some of the 

materials which I regularly use for my model figure bases. It’s not that I’ve got anything 

against the very neat (and expensive) packets of stuff that are available from model 

shops, it’s just that I think that there is a lot of stuff which looks better that ‘summer 

green static grass’ 

For the main landscaping I use DAS clay which can be built up in pretty thick layers and 

is very durable. I’ve found Polyfiller is fine, but when applied thickly it cracks and flakes. 

Once you’ve got the basic groundwork shaped and dried the fun starts . . . . 

Hopefully nearby will be a photo of what I regularly turn to for textures and grasses. On 

the top row (L to R) we have – 

Moss - These can be easily found around the bases of trees or fences. I’ve treated these to 

a coat of thinned PVA. They can also be painted with your usual paint once in situ. 

Dried herbs – Oregano, thyme and whatever else takes your fancy. Crushed up they add 

a nice texture (But don’t tell the wife) 

Balsa dust/sawdust – Mine’s been dyed with thinned acrylic. 

Coffee grounds – Yes really! The best and easiest way of making a rich soil to go under 

your static grass. 

Garden twine – Unravel and add a spot of superglue to a clump to hold it together and 

then drill a hole in the base. Voila rough long grass. 

Middle Row 

Crushed autumn leaves – Sprinkle around or add to a pva and soil mix for a lovely 

basic ground cover 

Road dust – Top material found at the edges of roads for free! Sieve it out for a sandy 

base or use as is for everything else. My go to material. 

Compost – Yep real soil to look like soil. A handful spread onto a baking tray and baked 

at low heat for a while to kill any living nasties and fungus that might be in it (Don’t use 

your other halves best baking tray unless you want an ‘interesting’ conversation) 

Roots – Any gardeners will be digging up all sorts of goodies at this time of year. Roots 

and twigs are excellent modelling materials 

Coarse wood dust/chips – Again this has been dyed, but it’s easily coloured and adds 

texture 

Stones/pebbles – A handful of these will provide the best ‘rocks’ you’ll ever see on a 

model base 

Lastly for those that want a bit more leaf detail I’d recommend these punches which 

come in different scales and leaf types. The last container are leaf shapes made using one 

of these and a couple of autumn leaves collected from the woods. 

cont 
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Advanced notice of next year’s shows, 

 

 February 9
th

/10
th --

 Railway show Hamworthy Club.   

 March 16
th

/17
th --

 Railway show Q E 

March 16
th

 – Southern Expo  

March 23
rd

 – Yeovil 

April 13
th

 – own show 

May 4
th

 -- Tangmere 

May 25
th

  -- Torbay 

September 14
th

 -- Farnborough 

  

 

Club contact details –   

** Club official site –  https://poolevikingsblog.wordpress.com 

** Facebook is www.facebook.com/Poole-Vikings-Model-Club-242610765772125/ 

** Malcolm’s own web-site  https://malcolmvlowe.wordpress.com also has info  

 

Newsletter production by – Jim Smith © October2018   

https://poolevikingsblog.wordpress.com/
http://www.facebook.com/Poole-Vikings-Model-Club-242610765772125/
http://www.winkton.net/malcolmlowe.htm

